C320 kompressor

I'm 17 and it's my first car! It's a blast for an old, used car. Very good and reliable engine M ,
decent steering and acceleration is fun. Living in the snowy Northeast this car is amazing, and if
I do manage to get it sideways it will straighten itself out using individual brake management.
Have run Mobil 1 since new along with Mann fleece oil filters, every 10k and now at , miles it still
purrs and will put you back in your seat, while getting very good fuel economy. If you need to
communicate with the numerous body modules and computer, then you need the dealer No rust
anywhere, although I do run it through a good car wash after each storm, to get the salt and salt
brine off. In summary, just a great car that keeps going and makes me feel safe during
commutes as well as long drives. Get one if you can find it! One of the single most ridiculous,
inane, idiotic comments I've ever read. Mercedes-Benz C specs. Lap times Best. Filters Non-dry
laps. Track Time Mireval Performance 0 - kph 7. Powertrain specs Engine type V6 24 valve
Displacement 3. C competition. More Mercedes-Benz cars Receive email alerts when we add
new cars matching your request. Click on the suggestions below to include them in your search
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Alert. Share your location to sort by distance. Yes No. Location sharing has been blocked by
your web browser. Enable location sharing in your web browser to: See the distance to each
vehicle Sort by distance. Getting your location is taking some time, carry on searching and we'll
keep trying. Sentra Motors Bloemfontein, Free State. Emzed Lifestyle Kempton Park, Gauteng.
Deysel Motors Vereeniging, Gauteng. Your Wishlist. We noticed that your cookies are disabled.
Please enable cookies in your browser settings to ensure that the selected vehicles are added
and saved to your wishlist. You currently have no vehicles on your wishlist. Got it! We have
updated our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. Continued usage of this website means that
you are in agreement with the Cars. High among the things many Americans don't understand
about European life are traffic circles, bidets, cheese that smells like flatulence, and
luxury-brand hatchbacks. There's not much anyone can or should? Mercedes-Benz would like
to introduce you to the luxury hatch with its C Kompressor sports coupe. Luxury-brand
hatchbacks are popular in Europe, where streets are small and gas prices large. It attracted few
buyers, and those who did buy one were much older than BMW had expected. After , the ti was
gone. That explains the calculated misnomer Mercedes has given to its new "sports coupe,"
although it's obviously a hatchback. Forget for a moment that Mercedes sells a proper coupe,
the CLK. The sports coupe is based on the C-class sedan , sharing its The "sports" portion of
its name is justified, Mercedes says, by the car's rakish styling and its standard sport
suspension tuning. Unlike BMW's failed U. Mercedes is counting heavily on this fact to
convince shoppers that the sports coupe isn't just a budget-minded C-class but is something
with a distinct image. Viewed from anywhere but behind, the sports coupe is distinctive and
attractive, with an aggressive wedge shape. Only the rear view will be seen as controversial. It's
vaguely French-looking, almost Renault-like. The standard tuning of the coupe's strut-front and
multilink-rear suspension approximates the C-class four-door's optional Sport package,
although specific spring rates and shock valving differ slightly. All U. The result is an
impressively smooth ride--at least on the nearly faultless roads of southern France where we
drove the car. But the sports coupe is no more sporting than the sedan. As with most Mercedes,
the coupe feels heavy, despite its reasonable pound heft. The car's body remains nearly flat
going around corners, but it feels more confident and composed than frisky. The only engine
offered is an improved version of the familiar iron-block 2. For the sports coupe and the SLK
Mercedes added a new fuel-injection system and upgraded the intake plumbing to increase
low-end power and improve the engine's sound--both former weak points. With horsepower and
pound-feet of torque, the 2. Compared with most of the Euro-boxes on the roads we traveled,
the sports coupe is pretty quick, although it's not as fast as the "sports" moniker might imply.
And although the engine feels better in this application than in its original form in the SLK, it's
still a little weak down low and slightly rough higher in the rev range. A six-speed manual is
standard, and a five-speed manumatic is optional. Either choice represents a compromise. The
six-speed, taken from the C sedan, allows a driver to keep the supercharged engine in its power
band, but its shift feel is poor, rubbery, and uncertain. The five-speed automatic shifts
beautifully, but this was supposed to be a sports coupe, right? Although based closely on the
four-door, the sports coupe's interior does have a dash of sport feel. Instead of wood-grain trim,
the coupe uses satin aluminum bits. The seats are firm and have thicker bolsters than what
you'll find in the sedan. And the rear-passenger quarters are sporting-car small. Despite the
cramped rear, the sports coupe has a big enough back seat to qualify by our reckoning as a
sedan. The interior treatment reveals not just this car's sportier dressing but also its status as
Mercedes' least-expensive car. This is the only U. Power-adjusted seats are also optional, as are

a Bose stereo, a navigation system, and the Panorama roof. The Panorama is a power sunroof
that's 30 percent larger than a traditional sunroof over the front seat, with a smaller, fixed
sunroof over the rear of the cabin. Can the C-class sports coupe succeed? That may well
depend on whether prospective buyers see it as an expensive hatchback or an inexpensive
luxury car. We suspect it will be easier to convince Americans that a luxury-brand hatchback is
appealing than it will be to get them to eat Limburger or drive in circles. C Sports Wagon It
might have a large rear door hinged at the top like the sports coupe, but Mercedes needn't
worry about this other new C-class variant, the C sports wagon. Euro-wagons are hot sellers
these days. The C-class wagon will not be the value leader, however. In fact, the C wagon will be
slightly more expensive than the larger A6 Avant. For that cash, buyers get the bigger of the two
C-class V-6s, the hp, 3. Mercedes doesn't offer any self-leveling suspension for truly heavy
loads. But the German automaker says this wagon is more about style than maximum capacity.
With a plunging character line and the steeply slanted rear window, the C-class wagon is a
graceful design. But it gives up some cargo space for that look. The C has the requisite cargo
net and volt outlet in its cargo hold and a split-folding rear seat. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best
Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of From the May issue of Car
and Driver. Best Sedans and Coupes. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained
by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. You might have noticed that periodically we
find occasion to be unkind to a vehicle. Forget for a moment our skepticism about the feasibility
of any luxury automaker introducing a hatchback model to the small-car-phobic American
public. BMW tried precisely the same thing with the ti between and â€”with spectacularly poor
results. Forget, too, that this Mercedes looked, with its bulging bum and two-pane glass
backlight, like a modern Renault a company that was shamed out of America after foisting the
Alliance on our fair country. No, we were not rude to Mercedes for these reasons. Our real
concerns had to do with the function of the automobile: 1 The engine, a 2. For the model of the
C, Mercedes has largely addressed our engine complaint with an all-new 1. On paper, this
engine would seem to be a step backward for Mercedes. It's down about a half-liter of
displacement compared with the old engine, and it makes less peak horsepower and torque.
And it makes those peaks at higher revs. The old 2. The new 1. Indeed, the sprint to 60 mph for
the 1. We attribute this, in part, to an engine-management system that will not allow for abusive
standing starts. Try as you might, the engine will not rev above rpm with the clutch pedal in.
This is not something most ownersâ€”the majority of whom we don't anticipate will go bracket
drag racingâ€”need worry about. Even better, with this engine the C is, if not exactly
transformed, at least a more pleasant thing to use. The previous engine felt weak at low revs,
despite its power advantage and greater displacement. Higher in the rev range, the 2. Worse, it
sounded as if it had an acute and chronic case of gastrointestinal distress. The 1. So zealous
was Mercedes in exorcizing the flatulence of the old motor that this new one makes almost no
noise at all. This is, indeed, a good thing if you're in the market for a comforting companion on
long commutes. But the C three-door lacks zest. Its shifter hasn't improved; it's still plasticky
and slow to engage anew gear. Maybe if the company had called it a C hatchback, we wouldn't
keep expecting it to drive like a "sports coupe. Mercedes does offer this new 1. But the
three-doorâ€”well, the three-door has no competitors in the premium-hatchback segment. On
the upside, all three-doors come standard with automatic climate control and a stability-control
system. Stupidly, an in-dash CD player is not available. And then you'd have something you
couldn't just as easily have on the four-door modelâ€”some distinction other than the
hatchback. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of View Photos. Jeffrey G. Russell Car and Driver. From the July issue of Car
and Driver. More Sporting Rides. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a
third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From From the Archive. There's an established pecking order in
the executive car arena that Mercedes did a great deal to disrupt when they launched the
C-class in September Up until this point, you bought a BMW 3 Series if you wanted any
entertainment behind the wheel, whilst the C-class had traditionally performed a more staid
supporting role, wooing the customer who preferred the low-key image. With its sleek styling
and sparkling chassis the second-generation C-class upset that particular apfel-kart with some
verve. As well as a fundamental change in approach, a new approach to interior styling was
ushered in, the conservative blandness of the old car replaced by some adventurous design

touches. One thing didn't change. As a used prospect, the C-class is still an almost
unimpeachable investment. Here's what to look for. It's hard to believe the previous generation
C-class had been around since , itself replacing the fondly remembered series. In truth, the first
generation C-class models never really captured the public's imagination the way the did, and
this was something Mercedes were keen to rectify when they designed the second-generation
range. To whit the anonymous evolutionary styling of the C-class was replaced by lines which
resembled a scaled down S-class - itself a car that masks its bulk superbly. The BMW 3 Series
instantly looked rather staid. Sticking the corporate neck out has paid dividends for Mercedes.
Although the C-class still couldn't approach the sales figures of the 3 Series, it nevertheless
opened a younger market sector up for the Stuttgart company and paved the way for the
introduction of the Sport Coupe models which again knocked the three-door versions of BMW's
Compact into a cocked hat in terms of styling. Estate versions followed in with the bhp C32
AMG supersaloon also swelling the ranks. In Autumn , all four cylinder engines were replaced
with greener, more frugal 'Twinpulse' units and a Classic SE specification was added. A
facelifted model then arrived in with clear lens headlamps and a restyled grille. The C model
was replaced by a bhp CK. The C-class engine range was given a thorough overhaul in the
summer of The CK was replaced by a C with a V6 bhp powerplant instead of the supercharged
1. Above that, a bhp C was introduced and the range-topping C became a C with bhp. An all new
C-Class arrived in summer At first glance, it's hard to decide exactly what size this car is, so
cleverly packaged are the lines clearly derived from the larger S-class. You discover pretty
quickly mind you, after taking a seat in the back of the saloons and estates. There's supposed
to be more space but it doesn't feel like it. For rear seat passengers, any Mondeo, Vectra or
Peugeot would be preferable. Judged by any other criteria however, the Mercedes wins hands
down. All the saloon variants are imported, not from Germany, but from South Africa so forget
getting a cheap parallel import from the small ads. Mercedes promise perfect build quality from
this new plant - but then they promised that when the first M-class models trickled over from
Alabama. Early impressions look good, however. A third of all buyers tend to choose the estate
version, which offers a useful, if hardly cavernous, capacity of litres with the seats up or 1, litres
with them folded own. Look beyond the sleek lines and the first thing you need to know is that
this is the safest car in its class. That simple fact has far-reaching effects, particularly when it
comes to weight. Which has made it all the more important - in what is now being billed as 'a
driver's car' - to develop a brand new range of engines with performance figures capable of
meeting ever-increasing class expectations. Hence the deletion of two of the old petrol engines
- the previous entry-level 1. Instead, the base C now has a bhp 2. In between lie arguably the two
most desirable petrol models, the bhp supercharged C Kompressor and the bhp C V6 which is
actually a 2. Performance enthusiasts will get their kicks from the bhp C32 AMG. Thanks to their
greater output and the class-leading slippery shape of 0. As for performance, even the C makes
sixty in But if the C-class is really to be 'The Ultimate Driving Machine', there has to be more to
it than that. A car of this kind - especially one that rides and grips as well as this Mercedes
-should have a slick manual gearbox: hence the development of a 6-speed transmission,
standard on all models bar the auto-only C and AMG versions. Unfortunately, it's not much
better than the clonky old unit - and is just as difficult to use smoothly in up-hill getaways,
thanks to the awkward floor-mounted footbrake. In almost any other car, that - and the rather
lifeless steering - would be a major problem. The vast majority of C-class buyers however, will
opt for a five-speed automatic that is predictably excellent - though the 'Tiptronic'-style manual
shift mechanism can be a little abrupt. If you really want a manual, then it's better to go for the
more affordable option of Sequentronic, which keeps the manual 'box but does without the
clutch. Sophisticated electronics of this kind are everywhere around this car, even if you opt for
the base Classic trim level rather than plush Elegance or sporty Avantgarde. So are no fewer
than six front airbags windowbags along with those at the side and the front. Inside, the interior
is more self consciously designed than most Mercedes models, although plastics quality still
lags a little way behind Audi and BMW. The little touches please: like the way the indicators
need only a flick to function. And the sunglasses case built into the glovebox. This was the first
car in its class to offer the option of voice-activated phone and stereo system too. You can even
have a TV. Please fill in the form here for an exact up-to-date information. Don't worry if your C
Kompressor engine sounds a little rough - they all sound that way. You should be concerned if
the interior of your C-class is less than pristine as some of the plastic mouldings don't really
come up to scratch. Many of the interiors were also finished in very pale greys and mushroom
colours and will therefore get grimy in short order. There should be no major mechanical
defects, but check alloy wheels for signs of kerbing and make sure the ABS and traction control
systems work effectively as the electronics have been known to fail. Trade experts reckon these
cars are most desirable when specified in an attractive metallic colour with automatic

transmission, air conditioning and leather upholstery. You might bear that in mind when
choosing a car as the right specification will make selling on easier. The first thing to say is that
it's a huge improvement on anything we've previously seen from Stuttgart. No rival rides better,
but then that was something you could say of the old C-class. This one, however, is much more
successful in providing insulation without isolation. It's arguably the most agile Mercedes
model you can now buy, with crisp, sharp steering, very little bodyroll and an overall standard
of composure that no car in its class can match. Whether these are the crucial ingredients for a
sports saloon is of course another question. Manual models don't help the cause with a rather
rubbery gearchange action not conducive to spirited driving. Still, since most Mercedes buyers
will opt for the excellent 5-speed automatic that probably won't be much of an issue. This
transmission has a manual mode, allowing you to flip up and down the gearbox yourself, but
this auto responds so rapidly, you rarely find yourself needing to bother. Opting for the auto
also means you don't need three feet to use the awkward foot-operated handbrake when
accelerating from rest on an upward slope. Sophisticated electronics of this kind are
everywhere around this car: ABS, Brake Assist, traction control and ESP dynamic driving
control to help you out if you enter a corner too fast are all standard. Plus all the usual
executive basics and a vast options list that may bump the asking price of used examples into
the ionosphere. Opt for a used second gene
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ration Mercedes C-class and aside from the initial whack in the wallet, you really can't lose.
They are reliable, fun to drive, relatively spacious and are undoubtedly the classiest option in
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